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Article abstract
The Savage Sensorium
A Study of thé Sensory Orders of " Wild " Children
This essay is a study of three classic cases of " wild " children : the Wild Boy of
Aveyron, the Wolf Children of India, and Kaspar Hauser. The cases are
examined for what they can tell us about the sensory order, or mode of
perceiving, of such individuals. It is found that ail of the children have
different sensory orders, and that these appear to have been shaped by the
environments in which they lived. Once they are brought into society, they are
pressured to bring their sensations into conformity with the sensory regime of
the dominant culture. The three accounts draw attention to the différent ways
in which the senses can be ordered, inside and outside of culture, and the
extent to which society directs what and how we perceive.
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